
Registration & Homologation Services
Imported Vehicle in the UK coming from International countries CANNOT be driven on UK Roads
until fully Registered with a Vehicle Homologation Process to comply to UK Vehicle Standard.

There are different ways to ensure the vehicle is complying with Vehicle Standards and the
processes is determined by the Vehicle's Age, Manufacturer, Model, Origin Country, and

Personal Circumstances. 
 

SPEEDOMETER MPH/KM

UK Motor vehicle standards require all Vehicles in
the UK to have a Speedometer reading Miles/Hour. 
Any imported vehicle that reads KM/Hour must
comply with the UK Motor vehicle standard and
have the speedometer modified during the
registration modification process. 
Modifications costs depends on Vehicle Manufacture, Model and Age.

SEATBELTS / TYRES 
Both need to be at UK vehicle standard or need

to be changed.
Modification costs depends on Vehicle Manufacture, Model

and Age. 

 

REAR FOG LIGHT 

UK Motor Vehicle Standards require all Vehicles in UK to have a
rear and front vehicle Fog Light due to the British weather
conditions during winter. Any imported vehicle that does not have
Rear Fog Lights fitted needs to be modified to comply with the UK
Roads Regulations. 
Modifications costs depends on 
Vehicle Manufacture, Model and Age.

CO2 EMISSIONS
The Emission readings are used to determine
the CO2 emission / pollution of your vehicle.
Based on these, the vehicle will be assigned the
First Vehicle ROAD Tax compulsory for the
registration process for all imported vehicles
that are up to 25 years of age. 

HEADLIGHTS / TAIL LIGHTS / INDICATORS / BREAK
LIGHTS / PARKING LIGHTS 

 
All lights need a stringent check and modifications; depending

on the import country these modifications can be easier or
more complex, hence more or less expensive.

 A vehicle inspection is paramount to have a correct evaluation
of your light situation before quotations and costing. It is often

advised to take pictures prior to shipment. 
Modifications costs depends on Vehicle Manufacture, Model and Age.

 
 

To obtain the V5C vehicles needs to be checked , inspected and pass different Government Vehicle
Inspections to finally comply with UK Law. 

Trans Global Logistics will be able to assist you along the way providing you with full Registrations/
Modification and Documentations services. 
Check the below diagram!  

Trans Global Logistics UK     ®

https://tglog.co.uk/registrations-services/

